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Racism, Real Estate, and MTS. Most of Page 3, Some of Page 4. Upcoming elections frighten politicians
into “bigger and faker” fake solutions to the homeless problem – Also, more brass bands!
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accepted at Paypal.Com , Account
nz9f@hotmail.com.
This issue was 100% written and edited by
Publisher John Kitchin. Rare, but it happens.
LEAD EDITORIAL - BASICS

New Bill Wastes $1.5
Billion Tax Money
Stinky Legislation, Poop from
the Cash Cow - Said to help
homeless, but doesn’t
A big victory for funding political campaigns, but a big
loss for everyone else, the things in this bill draw lots
of attention, sort of like a big brass band, but nothing
in it helps anyone, much less the homeless. Proposed
by Todd Gloria, who helped cause our present
homeless problem and helped make it worse over the
years, AB-3151 spends money on the same things
that have never worked the past 30 years. It involves
no developers of low-cost housing, no new housing
being built, more money for the institutions (called
PSH, for Permanent Supportive Housing) which
homeless people avoid and call “Hitler-camps”, no
jobs for the homeless, the usual Look-Good, FeelGood, wasteful and useless spending just like in the
past. Solutions at the end of this article, next page.
It spends money on Housing Navigators, for example,
but do we need them to find the one vacant rental that
is open to homeless people? How can 50 Housing
Navigators help find that one rental and get someone
into it? All available housing goes to folks judged to
be more qualified than the homeless. No one can find
housing that does not exist, no matter how good a
Housing Navigator they are, and this bill does not
build any new housing. It does set aside some
money for prison-camps (PSH), but that is not
housing.
So, would you move into a Hitler-camp? If you don’t
you are being “Uncooperative”, or “Failing to
Cooperate”. Even so, all of our Hitler-camps are
booked completely full, anyway, their total capacity
being less than 20-30% of all homeless. And, this bill
does not significantly change that, either. Like the
rubber termite exterminator tents, sharp rocks,
outreach harassment, drugged food, lack of showers
and toilets, and the whole putrid mess, the whole
genre of “Homeless Solutions” reeks worse than
the stink of politicians trolling for campaign
money. (Because that’s what it really is.)
Now, in return for lots of Political Campaign ads spent
their way, our media will run “Feel-Good” articles on
the billions and billions of dollars spent, and the onein-a-million homeless who are a success story.
Statistically, San Diego County spends less money
per person on help than anywhere else in the United
States, number 1200 of our 1200 counties. You are
proud of that? We get a tiny amount of money from
the Veterans Administration to help take care of a
large number of injured veterans, used in the same
abusive ways. The homeless are a new Social Class

invented by President Reagan in the 1980’s and our
numbers have swelled ever since.

…the whole genre of
“Homeless Solutions” reeks
worse than the stink of
politicians trolling for
campaign money.
San Diego avoids methods that
work, because there is way more
money to be made via failure.
Success at terminating the
homeless debacle kills the political
Cash Cow of re-election
contributions!
Let’s look at the nonsensical things this Government
Waste Bill does, item by item: SPECIFICS
Shelter Diversion: This is talking people out of going
to a shelter (all are full anyway, except those beds
that are required to be kept vacant), or into leaving
town and going back home to El Cajon or Chula Vista.
It builds no new housing, and takes up money that
could be used to build housing. Bad idea.
Rapid Re-Housing (RRH): This uses our present
housing stock, NONE, to give a coupon to the
homeless that they can use for the first month’s rent
and a security deposit. At last count, there are at
least 15,000 of these vouchers given out that still
have not been used. There is no housing here to use
your coupon at, although we count these people as
“helped”. Even then, since jobs pay less money than
rent costs, how can this person or family move into a
home and then find a job? This is a waste of money
in California, but works very well elsewhere.
Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH): This builds
institutional shelter beds, not housing, usually 2
persons per room, in a nursing home, mental hospital,
behavioral hospital, prison camp, “Clean and Sober”
facility, drug rehabilitation hospital, or a Hitler-type
Concentration Camp. A society that once forced
Native Americans onto “Indian Reservations” wants to
force poor people into Concentration Camps, too.
This is supposedly Emergency Housing, but don’t get
your arm stuck on the barbed wire. Yuck.
Rental Assistance: This is money for those who
need to come up with rent and cannot. It helps folks
avoid becoming homeless, but does not help those
currently homeless. Good plan.
Emergency Shelters: These waste tax money,
drawing it away from building new housing, but they
are the penalty that society must pay for creating
so many homeless thru rapid redevelopment. If
planning were adequate, none of this would be
needed. Instead, the City courted the developers of
million-dollar condos, plus forced the developers of
affordable housing out of town. Since they may never
return, the City may have to go it alone, plus you are
stuck with the bill for shelters. These places are
avoided as worse than the sidewalk, so be glad you
just have to pay for one and not live in one!

Housing Navigation: Fifty housing navigators find
the one rental unit available that is not already rented
to a wealthy or Middle-Class person. You pay for
these 50 Housing Navigators, plus landlords don’t
rent to homeless people unless they are Slum-Lords,
so these folks are Slum-Lord Finders, and looking for
housing that does not exist. Voodoo Economics, bad
plan, money taken away from building housing.
Bridge Housing: Potentially the answer, but this is
now being used to replace the old Transitional
Housing (TH) which had a near-zero success rate,
resulting in its being de-funded by HUD. TH helped
people transition into being drug-free, alcohol-free,
drugged zombies who were mental vegetables.
Most came out worse than they were before entering
the program.
New Bridge Housing plans do exist, however, that
could end homelessness, such as the Amikas.Org
“Tiny Homes” program that has been such a big
success in 50 or so other cities. Both Journalists and
advocates took nationwide tours, leading to politicians
doing the same. San Diego avoids methods that
work, because there is way more money to be
made via failure. Success at terminating the
homeless debacle kills the political Cash Cow of
re-election contributions!
Social Services: This includes healthcare, medicine,
psychiatry, psychology, substance abuse counseling,
and a myriad of other services. No housing is
involved in any of these, plus it has been my
experience that extremely incompetent services get
provided in many cases. I am currently fighting to see
a competent psychiatrist, for example, unsuccessfully
7 months so far. I was also sent, years ago, to an
incompetent physician who prescribed Hydro-chlorothiazide to treat my High Blood Pressure, but while
that saved money on medicine, it caused Type 2
Diabetes, which it usually does. As a result, my
Immune System is compromised, plus I have difficulty
walking. County saved over two dollars! If you really
think that Social Services are the solution to homeless
issues, then I think you’re smoking too much pot, or
maybe using too much cocaine, okay?
Social
Services are not housing, either.
SUMMARY

FINAL ANALYSIS: Most of what has been done on
the homeless issue, and is still being done, reminds
me of the fictional law firm of Fred Useless and Joe
Worthless, “Useless and Worthless Attorneys at Law”,
licensed by the taverns of the bar association.
Enough sarcastic comedy. This bill does nothing
except waste money and beg big campaign
contributions for politicians. The Editorialists of the
San Diego Union-Tribune didn’t like it, either, but
listed entirely different valid complaints. My comment:
“This bullshit legislation (AB-3151) is awful, wasteful,
not helpful to the homeless, and is typical of the
insane garbage the Gentrifiers and Politicians pull in
order to confuse the public into thinking that
something valid is being done on the homeless issue.
Hell is being intelligent in a society full of idiots. So
much poop is hitting the fan so rapidly, that it may
prompt a Special Edition of my newspaper. Use it to
keep the poop from splattering on you. Newspapers
are a multi-use tool. I shit into one every morning.

Notice how this bill does not provide
for showers, toilets, jobs, local
transportation, nor housing:

Lots of TV cameras and attention, but no help. It’s a
big brass band, taking attention away from all that is
not being done. Business as usual for San Diego. If
you tell the truth you lose your job, and most of us are
only one paycheck away from living on the sidewalk.
All homelessness is due to politics, its only cause.”
A large amount of material was censored out.
SOLUTIONS

Block communities from using Eminent Domain to
tear down all the inexpensive housing, requiring
permission from the State Legislature to take housing
out of service. Force cities and counties to cooperate
with the for-profit developers of inexpensive housing.
Earmark funds to be used for housing only, materials
and labor only. Establish a moratorium on all other
spending on this issue that is not materials nor
construction labor. Provide bus passes for the poor.
Provide jobs that pay enough money to afford rent.
Limit housing costs via Rent Control.
Support
powerful Labor Unions, not helpless ones. Approve
AB-932 projects with all haste. Cap the amount of
money which can be spent per homeless person
being housed.
Rebel peacefully.
Join ACLU.
Register to vote, and vote.
Things NOT to do: Don’t shoot up any schools, don’t
kill any politicians, don’t vandalize, don’t sell dope,
and don’t litter unless your city removed most of its
trash receptacles, making same necessary.

What to look for in legislation:
In what way does it increase the non-institutional
(non-PSH) housing in San Diego?
In what way does the legislation bring in for-profit
developers of low-cost housing?
In what way does it provide laundry, toilets and
showers for ALL current homeless, every day, at
multiple locations, especially downtown?
In what way does this legislation limit spending to the
construction of housing only, and no other services?
In what way is public transportation provided for those
of low income?
Does this provide jobs that pay enough money to pay
San Diego rent prices, $28 an hour and up?
How does this legislation decrease the cost of rent or
increase wages?
How does this bill help to integrate the poor, rich,
homeless, Blacks, Hispanics, gays, lesbians,
veterans, and other groups into all neighborhoods?

News Media News:

be interested if something is done, instead of just
talked about endlessly.
The new housing proposed would be for those who
qualify for “Affordable Housing”, which means that
their income is only 80% of San Diego’s median
average $35 an hour full-time, or only $28 an hour. At
30% of income for rent, that means these units need
to rent for about $1680 a month, which happens to be
the $1700 a month going rate, minus $20. This is still
helpful because the Middle Class in San Diego has
even less housing than the poor, and currently must
use whatever housing is available, even way lower in
price than that, such as RV parks and mobile home
parks in the East County. The cheap housing they
vacate would become available.
How many years into this Mayor and we are still just
talking? All of these plans would go into effect long
after the critical Primary Elections in June, so after
those elections will all this be scrapped? That’s how
all this has gone the past 30 years on homelessness.
Having been a homeless advocate 30 years, and 8+
years the Publisher of San Diego’s only editorial
homeless newspaper in history, I become the
historian of record on that particular issue. The ironic
twist is that I learned far more by being homeless than
I ever learned earning my Ph.D. in Psychology.
Elsewhere in CityBeat, Spin Cycle’s John R. Lamb
wrote an article on the California Democratic
Convention, Feb. 28 edition, “Please stand by”. He
called it “the Comic-Con of political geeks”, and “a
snarled knot of hopefuls”. Good description for the
current political laundry out there, and I (Permanent
Press) agree with Spin Cycle’s wash on the
Democratic Nonsense Convention.
I had the
common sense to stay away from those lunatics.
And, in CityBeat, Aaryn Belfer’s excellent story on the
race for San Diego District Attorney, March 14, points
out that Summer Stephan’s competitor for the job,
Genevieve Jones-Wright said “Stop prosecuting
homeless people for simply existing”. GenevieveWright needs your vote June 5. There are numerous
takes on the internet which call our DA’s Office an
arm of the Mafia, and I would not believe that except
years ago in Milwaukee, I was intentionally unjustly
convicted of a crime. Milwaukee is 3 times as corrupt
as San Diego, however, in my take.

Has anybody noticed that articles and movies about
“everything is wonderful” come out just before critical
elections? The other movie recently is “Tony, the
Movie”. All of these things sound like the influence of
the Church of England, the Episcopal influence, which
publishes a “feel-good” newspaper about homeless
situations, and operates a huge retirement network
called PACE. The Church of England has much
housing alongside the trolley, south of Palm Avenue,
and just took over one of the two Walgreen’s drug
stores on Second St. in El Cajon, converting it into a
PACE office at Second and Broadway. There have
been articles in the Reader about the Episcopal
Church being anti-LGBT, or at least refusing to let
same-sex parents send their children to their schools.
That’s being a bible-monger, isn’t it?
Seth Combs, in an editorial March 7, “Whole lotta
housing love”, covers the changes being made in
zoning laws and codes, with an optimistic tone. The
Mayor and Council are following the State Legislature
and Governor, sounding the alarm that elections are
going to be a tough cookie, due to the effect of
housing and homelessness. So, politicians are slowly
waking up, but will anything actually be done? I once
asked local editor Michael Smolens of the San Diego
Union-Tribune if he was interested in my coverage of
some of the local meetings, and he said that he’d only

Governing Board of the RTFH,
Regional
Task
Force
on
the
Homeless, cancelled its March meeting, the
The

second month in a row with no meeting. This is,
however, their off-season, the work of hustling HUD
money beginning soon. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Announcements:

A new San Diego DA might help our Police Dept.
recruiting efforts by cleaning up some of the
corruption. Police want to be “good” cops and
heroes, not “bad” cops (pigs). It is very difficult to be
a good cop if you have to work with a lot of bad ones.

Remaining March Highlights:

The San Diego Reader’s “News of the Weird” had an
article about a Russian who claims a war long ago
wiped out Mars, something I write about in this issue
in Unauthorized History. For more on “News Media
News” also see the first part of the next article, on the
Meeting of the Society of Professional Journalists.
See also article on Uncle Tom and Racism in
Journalism, next page center. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Padres Baseball Opening
Milwaukee Brewers, Mar. 29.

Cesar Chavez Day, Mar. 31, with San Diego
Libraries closed Mar. 30 and 31 both.
Day

against

the

Screening of Homeless Choir movie, Mar. 28, 6:45
PM, Downtown Library. Free.
East Village Block Party, Mar. 30, 2-8 PM, and Mar.
31, Noon to 6:30 PM. Free.

Meetings:
the Society of
Professional Journalists, SPJsandiego.org,
met Tuesday, Feb. 20, at the Shiley Suite of the
downtown library, 9th floor, with 24 Journalists
present, plus myself, whatever-you-call-me. There
will be 4 workshops on being better at news jobs
(reporting, not editing), free. One guest speaker was
Howard Lipin, Staff Photojournalist with the SD UnionTribune for 32 years.
He is a lifetime stills
photographer who now has to also shoot motion
video. He spoke of the difficulties switching back and
forth using a single camera. He said that using black
& white film is more stunning for documentaries. He
said that San Diego Journalists are friendly to each
other, but not in Los Angeles, and when the LA folks
do stories here, they cause huge problems. The U-T
has a partnership with Fox-5 TV and must shoot their
video when there is no Fox videographer present. He
uses a Canon 5-D Mark 4 camera to shoot both stills
and video.
The

CityBeat had four interesting articles of note: Torrey
Bailey’s article on the Homeless Choir, “Close to
home”, Feb. 21, publicized a new documentary about
one of the “Feel-Good” facets of homeless help. We
don’t usually cover that sort of thing because it
encourages the propaganda-myth that “Zillions of
good things are being done, and a gazillion dollars is
being spent, so don’t feel bad about not being
involved. Your government has you covered.” The
article is good anyway, because it bares the truth
about the homeless being hard-working and not drug
addicts nor alcoholics.

The Basic Dignity Coalition of Think Dignity,
formerly the Girls Think Tank, met per usual the first
Thursday of March, March 1, 6-7 PM, at the Monicker
Warehouse, 705 Sixteenth St., at G.
In Full
Disclosure, I was one of several people who founded
this particular sub-group. I was the only homeless
person of the 12 who attended, and there was one
other member of the press. • There was a rally held
protesting the rape of homeless women on the street,
and it got good coverage on 10-News. • There was
an advanced presentation of the new movie, “The
Homeless Choir Speaks”, and it will again be
presented March 28 at the downtown library, 6:45
PM, free. • Think Dignity is partnering with ACLU in
opposing laws which prohibit sleeping and living in
cars, and there are several current lawsuits pending
on this topic, one a Class Action suit and the other a
Criminal Defense Challenge of Constitutionality. A
similar ordinance has already been shot down as not
valid. • There is a new Street Café, which will join
other “MOD Squad” features, which include 12
locations of showers, and the Street Boutique which
gives out tampons and underwear. • The San Diego
Housing Commission renewed the East Village
storage program operated by Think Dignity, even
though another storage program is being set up at
20th and Commercial. The new facility will have a
thousand storage bins, but is being vehemently
protested by Sherman Heights residents. They are
also upset with the homeless tents and the increase
in the numbers of homeless. • A replacement worker
for Water Man David Ross is being sought to hand
out water to the homeless, because needs to retire. •
There will be a Summer Survival Distribution in
addition to the regular Winter distribution of food,
backpacks, and other survival stuff such as
flashlights. For shower schedules and other events
and programs, visit ThinkDignity.Org. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

San

Diego

branch

of

Kinsee Morlan, the Engagement Editor for Voice of
San Diego, spoke about audio podcasting on the web,
saying that many folks get their news in their cars on
the way to or from work, and an audio presentation
had more empathy for voices, something hard to do in
print. There is an advantage to sound-only that has
your brain fill in the video. She spoke of TEMI, a new
software made in San Diego, that transcribes audio
into type with 90% accuracy, and there is also an
editing tool called Audacity, which is free. Adobe
Audition is also a tool for audio.
The third guest speaker, Kris Arciaga, a video
journalist with KPBS, said that sometimes he had to
turn the air conditioning on or off for different takes.
He is an excellent editor (my opinion) who can blend
two different shots to make them go together. He
showed clips from “America’s Wall” about immigrant
hopefuls in the Sonoran Desert of Mexico. He said
that the military recently shut down Combat-Cam
soldiers. He uses a C-100 camera. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Easter, Sunday April 1.
This is Christian
Passover, involving an extended family Seder
meal in most cases. Easter represents rebirth,
new crops, renewal, and resurrection from the
dead. These are concepts and certainly don’t fit
with this:
Annual beginnings of huge resentment of the
homeless, typically April 1 each year.
♦♦♦♦♦♦
Schedule of California Western School of Law

Free Legal Clinics: cwclp.org
Important to check website for cancellations and
changes! Free lawyers can sometimes be
provided on ANY legal issue, so contact the
Community Law Project at 619-239-0391.
CITY HEIGHTS – Hoover High School 4474 El Cajon
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92115 Each Tuesday afternoon
- 12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. (Closed during school
holidays) Closed on 3/27/18
CITY HEIGHTS – Rosa Parks Elementary School
4510 Landis Street, San Diego CA 92105 Each Friday
morning - 8:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. (Closed during
school holidays) Closed from 3/30/18 to 4/20/18
DOWNTOWN – First Lutheran Church 1420 Third
Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101 Each Monday evening
- 5:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. (Except Federal holidays)
MID-CITY Mobile Clinic First Thursday of the Month 3:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. (Location and directions
available online at www.cwclp.org)
SOLANA BEACH – Saint Leo’s Mission 963
Genevieve Street, Solana Beach, CA 92075 One

Wednesday evening per month – 5:00p.m. – 8:00p.m
Clinic on 4/4/18 ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Other News:
Methadone Warning:

Heroin contains two
active
ingredients,
morphine
and
codeine.
Methadone is being used to treat Opiate addiction,
and that is good policy. When someone becomes
severely addicted to heroin, codeine, morphine, or
Oxycontin, (synthetic morphine) they need it for life
or their brain does not function right. Methadone
is a synthetic form of heroin, made in a laboratory
instead of a poppy. Its molecule is a combo of
synthetic
morphine
plus
synthetic
codeine
(hydrocodone). It is administered at a dose level that
is enough to affect good brain function, but not
produce euphoria (“high”). Compare with Carbocaine,
synthetic cocaine, which was never used to treat
cocaine addiction. All of the synthetics take longer to
act, and are milder on the onset, plus contain no plant
material, making it easier to dose. Yes I really do
have a Ph.D. in this stuff. I use no dope whatsoever,
not even marijuana, and once had a pharmacy and
narcotics license for Tijuana, which I never abused,
either. For more on addictions and how to cure
them, see NZ9F.com/Drugs. I cover most of the
addictive drugs out there, including human DNA, the
only drug you get high on by giving it to other people
rather than ingesting it yourself. ♦♦♦♦♦♦
The new chief of Civic San Diego – Downtown
Partnership – Clean & Safe lasted only a week or
two, so I suspect that one or more of the quartermillion pending lawsuits against that city-owned
organization may have caused great harm. They are
the division that tore down more than 20 thousand
low-rent housing units since the year 2000, resulting
in so many homeless in San Diego. Will the rapid redevelopment and gentrification of real estate still yet
bankrupt San Diego? That would solve the Pension
Fund problem, but not for City employees.

Racism
Real Estate Racial Red-Lining is happening in the
downtown area, with help from MTS, and the real
estate agents appear to be selling San Diego as a
“White” city, which it is not. It wasn’t until a prisonovercrowding lawsuit suddenly doubled the number of
Blacks in San Diego (or seemed to) that I realized that
a large portion of San Diego’s Black community had
been held in our jails and prisons. Now MTS bus
route 11 has been Red-Lined at Park (12th Ave.), not
allowing the Black and Hispanic folks on it to continue
down Market St. The “new” segregated route is now
called Route 12. This arrangement keeps Black
transit-users out of the Gaslamp District, Horton
Plaza, and the Ralph’s Grocery area near 1st and
Market.
Another Racist MTS move is to no longer connect
the Inner City (Black people) Orange trolley line with
the Green Line, Rapid, Amtrak, and Coaster at
America Plaza, across the street from Santa Fe
Station. When the new courthouse trolley stop opens,
that is as far as the Black and Hispanic people can go
on their Orange Line, another “Red Line” to protect
“White” territory.
The Alpine bus, Route 864, was also split, separating
the El Cajon Hispanics and Arabs from the White
folks in Alpine. The new way of doing things takes 20
to 40 minutes longer, especially on Sundays with no
Route 864X. A better solution would be to run 864X
seven days a week. Does the new worse service
have anything to do with decreasing incomes for nonWhites at the Viejas Outlet Mall and Casino? Does it
have anything to do with keeping Native Americans
on the Reservation?
Now what needs to be done is a Black protest in the
vicinity of 1st and Market, or nearby, on a Sunday
afternoon, San Diego’s Real Estate Sales Day. This
protest would object to real estate Red-Lining by the
real estate agents and the MTS, which is illegal, of
course, to begin with.

See next article on Racism in San Diego.
See also “Feedback 3”, next page.
Lately the thrust has been to get new housing in
“Transit-Friendly Neighborhoods”. Is that the new
name for Blacks and Mexican-Americans? TransitFriendly? I have known a lot of Transit-Friendly
people, if that’s our new name for Persons of Color. I
can’t live in that area, though, or I get called “White
Boy” and threatened, sometimes even with weapons.
San Diego has considerable anti-White Racism, too,
more than any other city I have ever seen. Try to
make peace with your “Transit-Friendly” neighbors,
and remember that they have grenade launchers, just
like you do. And, if you are a Racist of any color, go
fuck yourself. Stupidity should not be tolerated. We
need to get back to the "civilized" principles of the
1960’s. All else is not survivable as a species,
culture, and planet. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Uncle Tom
is Alive and Well
A column on Racism in San Diego
I am noticing the return of Tokenism and Uncle Toms
in San Diego politics. Tokenism refers to the era
when rich corporations (and governments) had one or
two Blacks, Mexican-Americans, Arabs, handicapped,
veterans, etc., to act as “token” representatives of
their race or culture and mitigate accusations of
unfairness. Cut of the same cloth were the Uncle
Toms, a phrase taken from Harriet Beecher Stowe’s
classic novel “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”, set in the era of
British Black Slavery in the U.S., telling of favoritism
for a “chief slave”, Uncle Tom, who organized hard
work and maintained an anti-escape intelligence
force.
Having politicians who are Black, female, LGBT, etc.,
is a plus because you can talk to someone of your
group who is in public office, even if they do not
represent the district you live in. That is a plus. The
negative part comes in when they are called upon to
tolerate or ignore some discrimination, encouraging
no negative action from their like-minority
constituents. This can be a plus, too, however, as it
may avert rioting, burning, and looting. I remember
the race riots in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, shortly after
President Nixon had Martin Luther King killed.
Currently, there are allegations of Sexism in some
Organized Labor organizations, accusations of Ageism in the LGBT Community, and allegations of
Racism against MTS transit and real estate interests.

If you follow my lead, you can
live on the sidewalk right next
to me. So, of course, we don’t
have Racism in San Diego,
because none of us wants to
get fired.
Getting the disenfranchised to fight each other,
instead of the wealthy who control society, is a very
old tactic. We are all in this together. Hence, I am
not LGBT, but have always fought for their rights, and
I am neither a woman nor Black, but have always
fought for their rights, too. I also fought for the rights
of the San Diego homeless 20 years before ever
becoming one myself. So, am I the Uncle Tom? I
suppose so, in a way, but any perks I ever got had to
deal with my being a Publisher and Editor, not a
homeless person. I do periodically disclose all ways
in which I get treated differently, both good and bad.
So, does the City Council have its Uncle Toms? Of
course, but what is the alternative?
Politics is
something that just has to LOOK good, sort of like
ministry. You did notice how most of the Blacks,
gays, lesbians, homeless, poor Mexican-Americans,
and even the Arabs and Filipinos were all
gerrymandered into specific districts, right? That
dilutes their ability to change local politics, and is
related to Racial Red-Lining.
The Press plays a similar game, where we cover up
anti-LGBT or anti-Black Racism, the public incorrectly
thinking that if something happened, the News Media
will inform them, because we’re all independent of
each other.
Nobody mentions the daily News
Briefings that all the media attend, discussing what
will be purported to be “true”, plus what 80-95% of
news will be censored out. If some rich guy or
politician rapes a ten-year-old, that’s not “News”, it’s
“Privileged Information”. Even I have to shut up about
a lot of stuff, as I am not here to destroy things. I do,
however, seem to be the only “Journalist”, if you call
me that, with the balls to report on the truth in
reporting and editing. If you follow my lead, you
can live on the sidewalk right next to me. So, of
course, we don’t have Racism in San Diego,
because none of us wants to get fired.
See Also “Feedback 3”, Next Page.

Unauthorized History:
Theology, Censored Out Repeatedly
This article was censored out over 30 times, but this
version is very compressed and does not compromise
any secrets. Here, I answer questions like: “Who
made me?”, “Where did this planet come from?”, and
even “What is my purpose?” It is the truth, as close
as I can come without being arrested for disclosing
government secrets, and must be presented as a
Theology, or perspective on the relationship of God or
gods with us humans. It is a serious crime to possess
this material in many nations.
Once upon a time, nearly an eternity ago, (ten to the
power of ten, in eons, with enough zeroes to reach
the moon) one of the semi-intelligent races with

technology, like our own, actually managed to
become an Intelligent Life Form (ILF). They got rid of
war, crime, poverty, hatred, rape, Racism, Sexism,
Ageism, Classism, greed, malice, theft, prisons, and
other things that make us only semi-intelligent. This
led directly to them using this intelligence to conquer
overpopulation, the aging process, all diseases,
space travel, space colonization, and far more.
These beings live forever, except may die in an
accident or explosion. Many today are trillions of
trillions centuries old. Our universe is only 14 billion
years old, but there are 350 billion universes,
approximately, and their number can be calculated via
thirteen dimensional calculus. This universe is very
young, and we were placed here to keep us from
coming into contact with intelligent and semiintelligent life forms. We are the first solar system to
have semi-intelligent life in this universe, but the
second planet. The first planet was Mars (also called
Atlantis or SOL-5).
The Anunnaki, who are those of this intelligent
species that created us, want to know everything
that can possibly be known. This enables them to
control the process of evolving planets and
civilizations. To this effect, they dragged ice planets
of pure ice to this solar system, crashing them down
on Earth and Mars to form oceans. They then seeded
the oceans with algae to produce oxygen. They
create livable planets to the benefit of those
inhabitants they created. Anunnaki are telepathic and
so can communicate with Martians, humans,
antelopes, dogs, alligators, etc. They designed their
own bodies to grow new organs to replace ailing
ones, such as growing a new heart. They each have
the memory capacity to store about one-fifth of the
Library of Congress, with the ability to recall any of it
instantly. They can do calculus faster than a
computer, right in their heads.
Their study of earth has to do with its uniqueness as a
planet with mammals as the dominant life form. Earth
is the land of milk (mammals) and honey (bees).
Once referred to as the Ice Planet, back when Mars
had a semi-intelligent civilization, Martians had
colonies underground on Earth. (They still do.) Earth
today is unique in having dairy products, cherries,
berries, and grapes, as well as honey.
Martians are the three foot tall little green men called
grays, pixies, fairies, leprechauns, and a dozen other
names. Civilization on Mars was destroyed by an antigravity bomb, causing everything on the planet,
including the oceans and atmosphere (air) to fly off of
it into space at the extreme velocity of one time zone
per hour. On earth, that is about a thousand miles an
hour, which is enough energy to rip mountain chains
loose. In two seconds, everything was so far into
space as to never come back down. The debris of
Mars formed the Asteroid Belt between Mars and
Jupiter. A few places were saved from destruction,
such as the cannons at the south pole of Mars. At the
poles there is no centrifugal force to make things rush
into space, just a spin, around and around. The
cannons were to destroy asteroids, not to defend
invasions. They can be used for that, however, and
they still work.
At one point a huge ice-ball of Martian ocean fell to
earth creating a crater we call the Gulf of Mexico.
This wiped out the dinosaurs and vegetarian life
because it caused volcanic eruptions which blocked
out the sun for over twenty years. Most plants went
(permanently) extinct. Humans are able to eat meat,
and even each other if necessary, so we survived.
In constructing humans, and to record as much as
possible about earth and life here, the Anunnaki
crossed themselves with the least violent of the great
apes, the pygmy chimpanzee, or bonobo. The pineal
gland of humans, used in telepathy, was shut down,
our memory recall much compromised, our hands and
feet completely re-designed, the ape thumb being
brought up near the fingers to act as an opposable
digit, vocal cords were installed from some (not all) of
the vocal DNA of a gray whale, and hair was
suppressed causing a furless mammal, a human.
The enormous memory capacity of an Anunnaki was
kept, but the abilities to recall it became intentionally
primitive. We are huge memory storage units, like the
Google Cray super-computer, but our Microprocessor
is primitive, like perhaps the ancient Pentium One.
We are recording machines for knowledge.
Humans faithfully record every tiny detail of our lives,
and all that we have learned, even though we are
unable to recall most of it. When we die, the RNA in
our brain memory cells stays intact after death,
making us a thumb drive with no computer. That is
why we bury dead, and embalm them, keeping
memories alive in those dead brains for something
like 300 years. Those humans with a lot of
knowledge, such as inventors or college professors,
are usually “Ascended”, where their memories are
inserted into an Anunnaki immediately upon their
death. The process of Genetic Memory is three levels
above Top Secret, but I did research on the human
side of that for my Ph.D. So much for some of my
articles on “Why Me?” and things like that. I am an
expert on human, not Anunnaki, Genetic Memory.
Genetic Memory, the other “GM”, is also known as

instinct, talent, memes, abilities, or “past lives”. Most
of it comes from our parents, and it is all knowledge
from ancestors that we humans are born with. It
forms about 98% of our DNA, the other 2% being the
blueprint to build our bodies.
Popes, kings, and other leaders have known all of this
for centuries, just like they knew about the Native
Americans and the Americas long before sending
Christopher Columbus. Space is the same thing, but
far more complicated, with trillions of semi-intelligent
life forms like our own, and thousands of intelligent life
forms, too. George Takei, the actor who played “Mr.
Sulu” on the original 1964 television show “Star Trek”,
had a Facebook page for years which contained
thousands of photos from other planets and
civilizations. This is no longer permitted, however.
I can read some of my Genetic Memory, and get
some if it from an ancestor who was a British
Nobleman. He had a fun life in the London brothels.
A more interesting life I remember was that of a
Hermit of a country estate, caring for a huge wild
forest surrounding a very wealthy home. He had
three wives, made his own bread, wine, and beer, and
provided fresh game, such as deer or feral pigs, when
called upon by the rich family to do so. He also kept
out poachers. So much for why I like camping, baking
bread, brewing beer, and living outdoors in forests,
and why my Milwaukee Alarm Co. – Home Police
kept “poachers” out of homes. I have written books
and provided classroom instruction on all of these. I
also wrote a book on prostitution, no doubt due to the
Nobleman knowledge. I once wrote that the Hong
Kong Club in Tijuana resembled a British whorehouse
from the time of William Shakespeare. Okay, how
could I know that? Turns out that the city of Hong
Kong was British, and its brothels intended for British
sailors, so, of course, the pattern was the London
bawdy-houses.
Lots more to be said, including about Jesus and such,
but that is still censored out. This is just a tiny bit, a
sampling of what you usually don’t get to read.
One problem I have had in looking into my Genetic
Memory is that some of it is obviously Anunnaki. How
does that happen, and why? The ET guys told me
that I should look inside my own head whenever I
need answers, and answers have always been in
there. See next article.

Feedback 1: UFO Stuff.
The Unauthorized Theology article was only
circulated to a few people, and they unanimously
decided that I need to go into both knowledge
acquisition by Eucharistics and also Jesus and
the bible. Okay, but these were both censored out.
Some of this is Cosmos3, 3 levels above Top Secret,
but it has been 39 years since I worked with any of
that, plus I am presenting this as merely an opinion.
The human DNA (blood and semen) in kosher food
and Holy Communion not only programs your body to
put out love on the specific radio frequency of the
donors, but also contains knowledge. This DNA goes
into certain cells of your body, becoming
Mitochondrial DNA, which means DNA outside of the
cell nucleus. When you have a child, the gene sorting
process when an ovum and sperm combine causes
this Mitochondrial DNA to take up a position in the cell
nucleus. The new baby has this parent-swallowed
DNA in a holding position within its DNA, but does not
contain this knowledge in its brain.
When the child has children, however, the DNA
swallowed by grandma or grandpa is present in the
brain of the grandchild as knowledge that it is born
with. This method of acquisition of knowledge is
present in all mammals and is one of the things that
makes humans such a study. Mammals as a semiintelligent life form are rare. It is also pre-Anunnaki,
which can eat memory DNA or RNA and have that
knowledge in them in a matter of hours. Yes, it
means they have a pill to learn French or Abstract
Painting. We humans supply much of this knowledge,
but they don’t eat our brains, they re-create DNA and
RNA using drug manufacturing machines. We have
similar DNA cloning machines which can be used to
duplicate human memory RNA.
Humans and
Anunnaki use exactly the same data Operating
System, so our memory files are 100% compatible.
We were designed that way.
On the Jesus and bible issue, Jesus of Nazareth
(the real man, not Jesus “Christ”) was hanged by the
Romans for preaching Buddhism, which is contrary to
both Jewish and Roman Pagan beliefs. After his
death he was “Ascended”, which means his memory
was saved in the brain of an Anunnaki, which the
scriptures call a “Glorified Body”. His followers moved
to Rome, and lived in the catacombs, a system of
storm sewers to prevent flooding during heavy rains.
They even hand-printed “underground” newspapers,
but not that many people knew how to read.
Roman police and military frequently rounded them
up to die, and sold tickets to watch them being eaten
by lions in the Coliseum. Bets were wagered on who

could survive the longest. Eventually the Buddhist
Atheists who were followers of Jesus of Nazareth (the
real Jesus, not Jesus Christ) burned Rome, twice,
making it uninhabitable.
This made everyone
homeless, including Emperor Constantine. He hired
Roman Pagan Priests to write the Gospels and New
Testament, proclaiming Jesus to be the Last Emperor
of Rome, the Christ. Jesus had died 300 years
earlier. This fictional character Jesus Christ could
turn water into wine, heal the sick, walk on water, and
raise the dead, all of those characteristics the Jews
were looking for in a Messiah. They also had Jesus
Christ being born on Christmas, the Day of the
Emperor, although the real Jesus was born March 21,
4 BC, which is 2022 years ago today. Christianity
means “The religion of the Roman Pagan Emperor”.
The Roman Pagan bible is still the basic book of
Christianity, even 1,685 years later (2018-333 AD).
The Second Coming of Jesus would involve a large
group of Anunnaki aliens harvesting the knowledge in
the brains of dead people in graves. The dead shall
rise? In a way.
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Feedback 2, More UFO Stuff:

May 29, 2017
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I am asked how I acquired this knowledge. Some
of it I was born with, some comes from the secret
books of the Jews, Roman Pagans, Mormons, and
Buddhists, and a little bit comes from conversations
with the ET community. Some of this comes from my
secret work at Milwaukee Free University, Genetic
Memory being an adjunct of Applied Psychology, the
study of the behavior of normal people. That was just
about a road map for the ET folks to find me, because
that is what they are into, the chemical acquisition of
knowledge. So, Evolution or Creation? Both. And,
the only thing entirely wrong about religious doctrine
is that there’s no such thing as a “spirit”.

Feedback 3, Racism:
I was asked why I am getting involved on the issue of
Racism in San Diego. Racism is the same thing as
the homeless problem, a bunch of rich White folks
wanting to get richer by the disenfranchisement of
others. The object, too, is to make us fight one
another, instead of fighting the rich guys. San Diego
is not a White-Supremist city, just a handful of rich
jerks trying to make it one. The Racist said: “Since
you seem to be a nig… I mean Black person, you can
use your Housing Voucher anywhere in Arizona,
Nevada, or Tijuana.”
Also along the lines of Racism I was asked if we need
an “Underground Railroad” to help Mexicans get out
of slavery in Mexico.
The GAO (Government
Accounting Office) determined over 20 years ago that
if there was no border, everyone in the US would
make less than $3 an hour, with no Minimum Wage.
They also determined that this would crash real
estate.
I was also asked when the “Upcoming Riots”,
whatever that means, should be. Not my department.
I plan avoidance of destructive things, not planning
same. I try to prevent riots using editorials to change
governments. So, who listens to me? I am right
something like 90% of the time, and when I get things
wrong it is usually because a shill or undercover cop
intentionally gave me wrong information.
So, implied, what is the Plan? Block the Incumbents
(or Incompetents) in June at the ballot box, help the
Democrats win back all of Congress, and they may
impeach Trump, although they cannot impeach all of
the damage he did so far. Can Racism and AntiSemitism be Impeached? Can a Supreme Court
Justice be Impeached? Does “Making America Great
Again” involve chaining up Blacks in Africa to use
them as slaves in the U.S.? A Great Nation is going
down really fast. My Chinese readers are getting a
great history lesson.
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Censored Out Due to Content or Space:
The Philosophy of Homelessness; Boom Times and
the Population Paradox; The History of Beer;
Unauthorized Theology, Uncensored; The Mystery
Shopper Internet Phishing Scam. The History of Beer
was intended perhaps as a cover story for the San
Diego Reader, and I taught that at Milwaukee Free
University. CityBeat couldn’t fit it in, except in 6 or 8
installments. The Reader has paid me well, whatever
name I write under.

Snide Comments:
The tabloid Natural Perspirer (National Enquirer)
claims that President Trump is “surrounded by
traitors”. Methinks the Perspirer needs to use more
deodorant because that really stinks. Garbage Truck
Weekly makes more sense as a magazine, and its
trucks haul away the Enquirer after nobody buys it. It
should be free, because a good morning shit requires
a good newspaper when you don’t have a toilet. •
When you vote, remember that “inc” is an
abbreviation for Incorporated, Incumbent, or
Incompetent, sometimes all three. • How is it that the
Music Editions of the San Diego Reader and San
Diego CityBeat both came out about the same day? I
can’t afford music, so I don’t suffer missing it. I still
listen to the Monkees, Yardbirds, and Dave Clark 5.
How about Herman’s Hermits? I’m not OLD, I’m
AGED, like a fine wine or cheese. Or beer? Sure.
Beer should be aged 3 months or more to lager, and I
got training as a Brewmaster. • I call the San Diego
Housing Commission “SLAP”, the Slum-Lord
Assistance Program. • Is “Pho” some kinda sewerfish, like carp or tilapia? • If Spaghetti Westerns were
made in Israel, would they be Pastrami Westerns?
Hold the cheese, please. • Turnstiles are the Fat
Lady Trap. If you’re too wide, you get stuck. • So
what if your kid made “Best in Tennis” at school. My
kid was “Dope Dealer of the Month”, three months in
a row! • Computer repair book: Granny Smith’s
“Fixing Rotten Apples”. • In college, we sometimes
ate frozen pizza for breakfast, still frozen. It’s an
Italian popsicle. Once classes were open for the day,
Sports Service had the 7 AM special, a giant kosher
“Schlum-Dog” on a hoagie bun, served with a 24ounce Heineken, all for a dollar. Yes, beer was
permitted in class. • Is there really a charity called
“Cuck Fancer?”
That’s Nuckin’ Futz.
Cuck

Fockroaches, too. • Some places have free water
that falls right out of the sky, watering your lawn and
garden, and you don’t even have to pay for it on your
water bill. • I work for Ben Dayhose. (Say that to
someone who knows Spanish, but don’t say it too
loud.) • Welcome to Tijuana, home of Sammy’s
Street Guns. The Los Angeles Eighteens actually ran
out of dope in Tijuana because of recent arrests by
the DEA. • Prostitution is nature’s way of saying that
you can get sex anyway, no matter how much of a
fucking asshole you are. • Warning: Contains
chemicals known to the State of California to cause
unexpected Wet Farts and/or Terminal Flatulence. •
Sliced bull penis on your pizza is Peckeroni. • Our
tacos are so authentic they even have roaches
crawling around on them, just like genuine street

tacos. • Canadians have a verb called “to hose”,
which means telling a lie, like it gives you a long
Pinocchio nose, sort of like an elephant. So, is it the
Housing Commission or Hosing Commission? •

DONATIONS were not accepted for many
years because it caused too many problems
of all different sorts. Now, you can donate if
you want, using PayPal.Com, account
nz9f@hotmail.com.

not automatically produce biological children, and why
they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce
population. They also hate war, unless they can make
money on it. "They" is the Middle Templar Bar of
London.

Money will be used to feed poor people, buy
office supplies, provide antibiotics, house
battered women and drug addicts that need
help, and do some basic political activism.

The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, which is descended from the
Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World
Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian
Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh
Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having
been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis
to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to
control and enslave the public. Many of them are not
even from this planet.
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A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood
and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo
Vinces, “In this sign you will conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige,
“Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”, motto of the City of
London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The
super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that
founded the llluminati of the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family,
and part of the New World Order. See the back of a dollar
bill. Take some of this with a grain of salt. Below, some of
the more modern agencies of these same above groups.

Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the
zoo, except you’re the exhibit.

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN
nz9f@hotmail.com
(619) 390-5000
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
John.Kitchin1 or San Diego Homeless News •
YouTube: NZ9F (all caps)
We represent the world's fastest-growing ethnic group,
the homeless, the only group that gets NO protection
from discrimination in employment, housing, education,
nor hate-crimes. We are those who suffer because the
wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be
homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens
when everything you do to prevent it fails to work.
Making anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes
no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope,
just to stay sane, and many lose that fight, too,
becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This
ends the problems that society forced upon them. SelfServatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't mind,
because they don't believe in God.
These are the same people who invented God, so they
could control you and make money off you. They fill
your head with propaganda from the day you are born.
The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and
Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys
and runs the court system, religious system, and news
media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by
expanding the population, with major holdings in both
real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even
though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy
termination have been available for thousands of years.
That is also why they hate same-sex marriage, as it does
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